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ABSTRACT In this paper, a systematic design methodology of a 0dB and a 3dB forward couplers based on
the ridge gap waveguide (RGW) technology is presented. This methodology is based on exact theoretical
formulations rather than any approximate or empirical equations. The procedure of the proposed design
methodology is mainly to build a virtual equivalent waveguide model. This waveguide has two horizontal
upper and lower perfect electric conductor (PEC) walls, while the left and the right walls are made of
perfect magnetic conductors (PMC). A detailed analysis for this hybrid PEC/PMC waveguide, a common
waveguide for coupling, is introduced as the starting phase for designing the RGW couplers. The equivalent
RGW coupler that assures the same operation of the hybrid PEC/PMC waveguide at a specific frequency
range is deduced based on detailed theoretical aspects. Moreover, a simple analyzing of transitional bends
and phase shifters with accurate calculations is presented in this paper, which are the fundamental building
blocks of several mmW components such as the six-port junction and the butler matrix. The possibility of
tuning the coupler center frequency is introduced without the need of using any nonlinear elements. The
resulting RGW couplers are implemented through well-known full wave simulator (Ansoft HFSS), with
verification through prototype measurements in order to confirm the validity of the proposed methodology.
A good agreement is achieved between measurement and simulation results.
INDEX TERMS Hybrid forward couplers, periodic structure, ridge gap waveguide, hybrid PEC/PMC
waveguide.
I. INTRODUCTION
Forward wave couplers are essential elements in microwave
circuits and wireless communication systems. They play an
important role in splitting the power among different devices.
Such power splitters can be classified as couplers or hybrid
junctions [1]. Many previous research efforts are conducted
for implementing forward wave couplers based on different
technologies. Some couplers are based on rectangular waveg-
uides (RWG) [2], microstrip lines [3], substrate integrated
waveguide (SIW) [4], nonradiative dielectric (NRD) waveg-
uide [5], [6] and ridge gap waveguide (RGW) [7]–[9].
Unfortunately, most of the mentioned technologies
have some limitations that could negatively affect the
hybrid junction operation. For example, the rectangular
The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving
it for publication was Yongle Wu.
waveguide is bulky and hard to be integrated with
other waveguides at high frequencies in particular at
millimeter wave (mmW) band. Moreover, either the
microstrip or the SIW technologies introduce high dielec-
tric losses at high frequencies. The previously-mentioned
problems make the study of the RGW technology for
designing microwave components with better performance is
preferred.
The RGW technology provides solutions for thementioned
problems that occur in other technologies. First, the RGW
eliminates dielectric losses because the wave propagates in
an air-gap between the ridge and the upper plate. Second,
the RGW can be designed in a printed form which makes it
integrable with other circuits. Based on the mentioned advan-
tages of the RGW, it should be considered as a promising can-
didate for high frequency applications, especially for the fifth
generation (5G) applications of wireless technology [10].
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Moreover, RGW technology is an important candidate for the
implementation of slot array antennas [11]–[13].
The basic models for the periodic unit cells of the RGW
is reported in [14]–[16]. Most of the existing research about
microwave components based on RGW technology mainly
depend on approximate or empirical equations [7], [17].
In [18], PEC-over-PMC ideal ridge gap waveguide is applied.
This model consists of a strip line in a homogenous medium.
The periodic structure is considered as a horizontal surface of
a PMC. This model represents a good approximation which
reduces the time consumption on the full-wave simulators.
However, it still needs optimization on the realized struc-
ture. This could complicate the generalized design procedure
for such microwave components. Therefore, it is extremely
important to have a clear theoretical design procedure for
the RGW-based applications. In [19], the expression for the
electric field component on the ridge is written based on
the PMC boundary conditions is presented, which consider
a good and simple approximation.
In this paper, an analytical design procedure of forward
wave couplers based on RGW technology is introduced. This
procedure is mainly based on a hybrid PEC/PMCwaveguide.
This hybrid waveguide represents an ideal RGW where the
periodic sides of the RGW, the two bed-of-nails and their
cover are replaced with a vertical (rather than horizontal as
usually represented) PMC boundary. This is in addition to
the upper and lower PEC boundaries. The analysis of this
hybrid waveguide is as simple as the analysis of rectangular
waveguides but with some differences explained in details in
this paper. This analysis is then used as the starting phase in
designing the RGW hybrid junction. In order for the RGW to
operate exactly as the hybrid PEC/PMC waveguide, the peri-
odic bed of nails should be modeled to behave as a vertical
PMC wall.
Furthermore, this hybrid waveguide facilitates analyzing
even the transitional bends and phase shifters with accurate
calculations which are the main building blocks of many
mmWcomponents such as the six-port junction and the butler
matrix.
The design procedure of the RGW-based hybrid junction
starts by deriving the field solutions and dispersion equations
of the hybrid PEC/PMC waveguide. The obtained dispersion
is used for calculating the required coupling length at the
operating frequency range. The coupling mechanism in this
case is based on Riblet (short slot) coupler [20]. The next step
is to implement the RGW coupler based on the dimensions
obtained from the hybrid PEC/PMC waveguide. A compari-
son between the results of the hybrid PEC/PMC waveguide
coupler and the RGW-based coupler leads to an important
observation. This comparison confirms that the RGW width
is not constant with frequency which may be considered as
an effective width that varies with frequency. In other words,
the equivalence between the hybrid PEC/PMC waveguide
width and the RGW effective width is a frequency-dependent
property. This is explained in details through the paper
sections.
FIGURE 1. Equivalent hybrid PEC/PMC waveguide.
Recent research about microwave components based on
RGW technology mainly depends on approximate or empiri-
cal equations. For example and to the best of our knowledge,
there is no reported work in the literature uses even and
odd mode to obtain coupling length of this type of forward
coupler. Thus, the long processing time for optimization
is needed. This complicates the design procedure for such
microwave components. Therefore, it is extremely important
to have a clear and simple theoretical design procedure for the
RGW-based components. In this work, a simple model repre-
sents a good approximation of the RGW based on theoretical
analysis is introduced, which reduces the computational time
of full-wave simulators.
The paper is organized as follows, in Sec. II, the oper-
ation of the proposed hybrid PEC/PMC waveguide model
is introduced. In Sec. III, a hybrid junction based on the
hybrid PEC/PMCwaveguide is analyzed and designed. Then,
the analytical analysis and design methodology of the RGW
coupler is discussed in Sec. IV. In this section, the unit cell
design is presented, then the dispersion of RGW and the
excitation of the RGW through a circulating bend is shown.
Accordingly, the full coupler design with the tunability mech-
anism are depicted. After that in Sec. V, a possible setup for a
physical realization of the RGW coupler is discussed. Finally,
conclusions are given in Sec. VI.
II. HYBRID PEC/PMC WAVEGUIDE OPERATION
The main objective of this section is to develop the concept
of a factitious type of waveguides referred to as the hybrid
PEC/PMC waveguide. This is to facilitate and simplify the
theoretical analysis which would be rather complicated if the
RGW is analyzed directly in its complete form. In Fig. 1,
an equivalent hybrid PEC/PMC waveguide is presented. The
operation of the hybrid PEC/PMC waveguide is introduced
firstly in this section. Then later in section IV, the relation
between this hybrid PEC/PMC waveguide and the realistic
ridge gap waveguide is explained.
The waveguide in Fig. 1 consists of two vertical PMCwalls
and two horizontal PECwalls. For simplicity andwithout loss
of generality, the waveguide is assumed to be filled with free
space. The waveguide width is w while its height is h. It is
assumed that h is always much smaller than w. Accordingly,
only the modes that are uniform in the vertical y-direction are
the modes of interest in this paper.
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To find full expressions for the field of those modes, one
can follow a traditional solution methodology to solve the
Heaviside wave equation in rectangular coordinates [21]. The
solution of the wave equation has to satisfy special boundary
conditions. That is tangential electric field has to vanish on
the top and bottom PEC walls, while the tangential magnetic
field has to vanish on the left and right PMC walls. This later
condition is different from the traditional boundary condition
known in conventional rectangular PEC waveguides.
In order to satisfy this special boundary condition at
PMC walls, one can write the expression for the tangential







Em sin (βxmx) e−jβzmz.
(1)
where x = 0 is taken at the center of the waveguide, βzm is the
propagation constant in z-direction and βxm is the propagation
constant in x-direction which can be written as,
βxm = mpiw , m = 0, 1, 2, 3. (2)
The relation between βzm and βxm is given by
β2zm + β2xm = k20 = ω2µ0ε0. (3)
where k0 is the wavenumber,ω = 2pi f is the radial frequency,
µ0, ε0 are the permeability and permittivity of free space,
respectively.
The mode which corresponds to m = 0 is the well-
known TEM parallel plate mode with propagation only in the
z-direction and uniform distribution in the x- and y-directions.
This mode has real propagation constant in the z-direction
βzm for all frequencies down to DC, regardless of the
width w, as shown by the solid blue curve in Fig. 2a. Further-
more, this propagation constant is equal to the wavenumber in
free space, k0. The electric field Ey of this mode as a function
of x is shown by the solid blue curve in Fig. 2b.
Assuming the vertical PMCwalls are not factitious and can
be truly realized with certain artificial material, we consider
the behavior of the first higher order mode corresponding to
m = 1 as a plane wave propagating back and forth between
the two PMC walls. The reflection coefficient of the those
walls must be in the way that cancels out the tangential mag-
netic field components and not the electric field components
as in the conventional PEC waveguide, i.e., the reflection
coefficient magnitude has to be equal to unity.
Consequently, the wave will be guided in the region
between those two factitious PMC walls with the tangen-
tial electric field taking maximum value at PMC walls. The
propagation constant of this mode in z-direction is purely
imaginary below certain frequency which is determined by









FIGURE 2. Hybrid PEC/PMC waveguide: (a) dispersion curves,
(b) cross-sectional electric field distribution for the TEM,
TE10 and TE20 modes, respectively at wr = 13 mm.
From (4), one can deduce that βz1 is pure imaginary for all
frequencies below fc_PMC/PEC = c/2w. The behavior of the
real part of βz1 is shown versus frequency by the dashed red
curve of Fig. 2a, while the electric field Ey of this mode as a
function of x is shown by the dashed red curve in Fig. 2b.
Although this mode is the first higher order mode and
not the dominant mode, it resembles in behavior the domi-
nant mode of a conventional PEC waveguide except that the
electric field is maximum at the PMC walls and zero at the
center, i.e. it has an odd symmetry about the longitudinal
axis of the guide. The next higher order mode will be of
even symmetry and has a cutoff frequency which is double
that of the first higher order mode, as shown in Fig. 2. As a
further illustration, assume w = 5 mm and h = 1 mm. The
fundamental propagating mode is the TEMmode withm = 0
for all frequencies. The cutoff of the first higher order mode
is fc_PMC/PEC = c/2w = 30GHz. Therefore, at 13 GHz for
example, the field distribution will be as shown in Fig. 3a,
where the only propagating mode is the uniform parallel
plate mode, while the first higher order mode still cannot
propagate.
For this mode to propagate, either the frequency of oper-
ation should be increased to be higher than 30 GHz or the
width w should be increased such that fc_PMC/PEC is
below 13 GHz. For example, if w=13 mm, the field distribu-
tion for the possible twomodes at 13 GHz is shown in Fig. 3b.
These deduced information can be used as the starting phase
for designing a factitious forward wave coupler as explained
in the following section.
III. HYBRIDS PEC/PMC COUPLER
In general, the hybrid coupler is a kind of four ports direc-
tional coupler which can be designed to achieve theoretical
coupling levels as high as 0dB. The coupling phenomenon
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FIGURE 3. Field Distribution of the ideal PMC waveguide (a) at width
w = 5 mm of for m = 0 and m = 1 and (b) at w = 13 mm for m = 0 and
m = 1.
FIGURE 4. Hybrid PEC/PMC Coupler, (a) geometry, (b) electric field
distribution at 13GHz and (c) dispersion diagram of the common section.
discussed in this section is mainly based on the concept of
the Riblet coupler [20]. The Riblet coupler consists of two
rectangular waveguides placed parallel to each other. The
common wall is the short wall and this wall is totally opened
between the guides for a certain coupling length, hence the
name ‘‘short-slot’’ coupler.
The main goal in this section is to develop the con-
cept of an artificial type of hybrid coupler based on the
same concept of the Riblet coupler. We call this new
type ‘‘Hybrid PEC/PMC’’ coupler. The configuration of the
hybrid PEC/PMC coupler is shown in Fig.4a, where all the
vertical ‘‘short’’ walls are PMCs and the horizontal walls
are PECs.
The structure consists of two Hybrid PEC/PMC waveg-
uides parallel to each other. The common wall is the short
PMC wall and this wall is totally opened between the guides
for a certain coupling length. The required coupling level
is achieved based on this specific coupling length lc. The
coupling length depends on the propagation constants of the
even and odd order modes in the common section between
the two waveguides. Those propagation constants can be
determined from the discussion presented in Sec. II.
Ideally, the power fed to the structure from port1 is divided
between ports 2 and 3 with no reflection at port1 and full
isolation at port 4 [22]. The scattering parameters and power























where S31 and S21 represent the transmission coefficients,
βe is the propagation constant of the first even (dominant)
mode in the common section, i.e. βe= βz0 defined in (2)
and (3) for m = 0. Similarly, βo is the propagation constant
of the first odd mode in the common section, i.e. βo=βz1,
defined also in (2) and (3) for m = 1. In (5), l denotes the
length of the coupling section. Equation (5) shows that by
obtaining the numerical value of the βe and βo, the required
coupling length can be easily deduced without the need of
empirical equations and optimizations. For example, if the
input power should be completely transferred from port 1 to
port 3, i.e. a coupling level of 0dB is required, then from (5),
one can obtain the required coupling length according to,
S31 = 1 H⇒ l = lc = pi
βe − βo (6)
The design procedure for the discussed artificial Hybrid
PEC/PMC coupler is explained in the following example.
Assume the operating frequency is selected to be 13 GHz.
For proper operation of the coupler, the dimensions of the
common section must be selected such that in this common
area both the fundamental and the first higher order modes are
excited. At the same time, the dimensions of the input ports
must be selected to guarantee that only the fundamental mode
is excited and no other mode can propagate.
As mentioned in Sec. II, the dominant mode has no cut-
off while the cutoff frequency of the first odd mode is
fc_PMC/PEC = c/2w, and the cutoff of the second higher order
even mode is 2f c_PMC/PEC . Thus, for only the first two modes








At 13 GHz, the width can be chosen to be w = 13 mm.
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FIGURE 5. S-parameters of 0dB hybrid PEC/PMC waveguide coupler.
Physically, the width of the input waveguide must be less
than half of the width of the common section. This should
also guarantee that only the fundamental mode of each input
waveguide can be excited. In this example, we take the width
of the input ports to be wr = 5mm. It is clear from the field
distribution in Fig. 4b that the required design conditions are
satisfied at the operating frequency of 13 GHz.
The last step of the design procedure is to determine the
length of the common section which is the coupling length.
To obtain the coupling length, one can substitute in (2) and
(3) by w = 13 mm, m = 0 to get βe and by m = 1 to get βo
at 13 GHz. Then substituting βe and βo in (6) gives the
required coupling length, which is found to be 21 mm. The
resultant dispersion curves are illustrated in Fig. 4c. With the
obtained dimensions, full wave simulation gives the field dis-
tribution shown in Fig. 4b. The distribution shown confirms
the occurrence of full coupling, where all the input power at
port1 is transferred to port3 at the operating frequency.
The simulated S-parameters of the proposed hybrid
PEC/PMC waveguide coupler is shown in Fig. 5 where the
coupling level to port 3 is about 0dB from 13 to 15 GHz,
the through level at port 2 and the isolation level at port 4 are
below −15dB. Accordingly, it could be confirmed that the
power is completely transferred from port1 to port 3 at the
design frequency with a bandwidth behaviour governed by
the dispersion curves shown in Fig. 4c.
Although the discussed coupler in this section is factitious,
this design procedure is found to be very helpful to facili-
tate the design of realistic forward wave couplers based on
modern technologies such as the ridge gapwaveguide (RGW)
technology. This is explained in the rest of this paper.
IV. ANALYTICAL DESIGN OF RGW COUPLER
Artificial magnetic conductors (AMC) have been an emerg-
ing topic of research in the past few years. AMC are made of
periodic metallic structures. The geometry and the periodicity
of those structures are designed in such a way that gives a
FIGURE 6. Complete Ridge Gap Waveguide configuration.
certain required behavior. The behavior of interest here is to
design vertical guiding walls.
The RGW is a relatively new type of waveguides realized
by the concept of the AMC. In this paper, RGW technology
is modeled by the factitious hybrid-type of waveguides dis-
cussed in Sec. II.
The main objective of this section is to show the last step
in the design procedure presented in Sec. III. That is the
design of realistic forward wave couplers using the ridge
gap waveguide technology. The obtained parameters from the
hybrid PEC/PMC waveguide model can be used directly in
the implementation of the region where the wave propagates
(values of h and w) in the realistic RGW.
Furthermore, theAMC in this design is realized by periodic
perfect conducting cells. As shown in Fig.6, the vertical
PMC boundaries model the whole dotted region enclosed by
the top and bottom PEC plates containing the periodic cells.
This is the novelty in this work whereas the dotted region
was previously modeled as horizontal PMC boundary. This
periodic part is used to block the electromagnetic waves from
leaking outside the region on top of the ridge within certain
stopband. This structure with such boundaries supports a
quasi-TEM mode as the dominant mode.
In [14] the analytical solution of the dominant mode propa-
gating through the RGW has been presented. In [14], the dis-
persion diagram was obtained theoretically and verified by
full-wave eigenmode solver. This section focuses on sum-
marizing the analytical solution presented in [14] to obtain
the proper dimensions of the periodic part in order to act as
perfect as the PMC boundary at the desired frequency band.
In addition to the solution provided in [14], we consider
the first two modes not only the dominant mode. The study
of the higher order modes gives the possibility of designing
the RGW coupler analytically as shown in the following
subsections.
A. DESIGN OF THE PERIODIC UNIT CELLS
The dispersion diagram of the unit cells is studied theo-
retically and then verified by using a commercial software
(HFSS). The bed of nails configuration is shown in Fig. 7(a),
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FIGURE 7. Periodic bed of nails, (a) geometry and (b) simulated and
theoretical dispersion curves of the TE and TM modes.
where the cells are formed by metallic cylinders with
radius b, height d , and with period a. The height of the
nails d should be λ/4 [14] and the total height between
the two horizontal metal plates which is h + d equals λ/2,
where h is the air gap between the bed of nails and the top
plate, and λ is the free space wavelength. The characteristic
impedance of AMC periodic structure depends on the dimen-
sions of the unit cell. The TE and TM dispersion equations of
this periodic structure can be formulated as in [14] where,
For the TE mode,
ky = pi(h+ d) (8)
where ky is the propagation constant in y-direction.





















where kh = √εhk , εh is the permittivity of host medium









where this model is valid only when a/d, a/λ  1 as
presented in [14]. The dispersion diagram in Fig. 7(b) gives
FIGURE 8. Comparison between dispersion curves of RGW obtained from
HFSS and theoretically, at w = 13mm.
a clear illustration for showing the stop band of the peri-
odic medium, where the dispersion relation is the relation-
ship between the frequency and the propagation constant in
z direction which can be written as
kz =
√
k2 − k2y (11)
The unit cell dimensions is chosen to be the same as the
dimensions presented in [14], where the height of the unit
cell d = 7.5 mm , radius b = 0.5 mm, air gap is h = 1 mm
and the unit cells period a = 2 mm. The dispersion curves
with those dimensions of the periodic bed of nails is pre-
sented in Fig. 7(b) based on (8)-(11). The accuracy of the
resulting dispersion equations are confirmed when compared
with simulation results obtained from the HFSS eigenmode
solver. Figure 7(b) shows that in the frequency range between
10 and 17GHz, there is no solution for (8) and (9) which
gives real solution for (11). This means there is no propa-
gating waves on the bed of nails within this band of frequen-
cies. In this band, a wave incident from the middle region
in Fig. 6 does not have the possibility of propagating on top of
the bed of nails. The phase matching at this boundary ensures
that the wave has to be totally reflected. Therefore, by using
this bed of nails it is possible to replace the vertical PMCwalls
by the structure shown in Fig. 6. Hence, the dispersion equa-
tions (8)-(11) of the bed of nails can be used for designing the
operating band of a complete RGW coupler.
B. DISPERSION DIAGRAM OF THE COMPLETE RGW
In order to realize the complete ridge gap waveguide, a metal
ridge with width is inserted into the bed of nails as shown
in Fig. 8a. Considering the example in Sec. III, the common
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section width can be chosen as w = 13 mm in order to guar-
antee both the fundamental (quasi TEM mode) and the first
higher order modes are excited over the bandwidth. Within
such structure, quasi TEM mode and the first higher order
mode are propagating along z-direction with phase e−jkzmz.
In order to satisfy the boundary conditions of this structure,
where the cells act as PMC boundary at both ridge sides, one
can write the expression for the electric field component on








Em sin (kxmx) e−jkzmz (12)
where x = 0 is taken at the center of the ridge. By deriving the
remaining field equations and applying the continuity of the
fields along the edge of the walls (x = ±w/2), the dispersion
diagram of the quasi TEM mode and the first higher order
mode can be stated, respectively, as follows [12], [14]:√















k2z − k2+ ˜˜k2y√
k2z − k2+ ˜˜k2y
=0 (13)
√















k2z − k2+ ˜˜k2y√
k2z − k2+ ˜˜k2y
=0 (14)
where k˜y = ky for TM solution in (9), ˜˜ky = ky for TE solution
in (8).
A Matlab code is used to solve the above transcendental
equations, from which the dispersion curves of the quasi
TEM mode and the first higher order mode are obtained and
shown in Fig. 8b. From this figure, it is clear that there are
only two modes propagating within the 10 to 17 GHz band.
Those modes are the quasi TEM mode and the first higher
ordermode. There is a good agreement between the analytical
solution and the full wave solution that comes from HFSS
eigenmode mode solver.
To verify the relation between the Hybrid PEC/PMC
waveguide and the real one realized by the bed of nails,
the results of Fig 4c are added to those of Fig. 8b and
presented in Fig. 9. From the comparison in Fig. 9, it can
be observed that the cut-off frequency of the higher order
mode depends on the width of the ridge. From Fig 9, it can be
depicted also that there is an agreement in the behavior among
the theoretical, simulated results and the hybrid PEC/PMC
waveguide model. However, there is a slight difference in the
cut off frequency of the odd mode of the RGW and the hybrid
PEC/PMC waveguide model.
FIGURE 9. Dispersion curves for the common waveguide of RGW coupler
obtained from, hybrid PEC/PMC theoretical model (solid lines),
theoretical analysis of RGW coupler (circles and diamonds) and
simulation results of RGW coupler (dashed lines) where w = 13mm.
This observation conveys an important information about
how to use the design rules shown in Sec. III for RGWcoupler
without causing any shift in the coupler bandwidth.
The interpretation of this deviation is that the electrical
width of any RGW is slightly different from PEC/PMC
waveguide. Thus, it is very important to find the relation
between the effective width of the RGW and the hybrid
PEC/PMC waveguide width. This effective width of this
structure can be deduced from the cutoff frequency obtained
from the dispersion diagram where,
weff = c2fc ≈ 1.1× w (15)
In Fig.9, the cut-off frequency of the RGW is 10.57 GHz,
therefore its effective width weff is 14.2 mm which is
about 10% wider than the real width of the ridge. If this
value of the effective width is used as the width of the hybrid
PEC/PMC waveguide, the obtained dispersion diagram will
be exactly the dispersion diagram required for designing the
RGW coupler.
As a validation for the previously-discussed concept,
the dispersion curves of the RGW coupler and the hybrid
PEC/PMC waveguide coupler that has a width equal to the
calculated effective width of the RGW are shown in Fig. 10a.
From this comparison, it is very clear that there is an excellent
agreement between theoretical and simulation results. This
directly means that the width of any RGW is not the physical
width, but it is an effective width that should be obtained
from its dispersion. Consequently, the required coupling
length based on the obtained effective width is demonstrated
in Fig. 10b based solely on the PEC/PMC waveguide disper-
sion of Fig. 2a or Fig. 4c.
As a conclusion, the design of any RGW-based microwave
component is related to the effective width of the RGW
not the physical width dimension. The relation in (15) is of
course specific to this example. However, it is not expected
to deviate much in other examples. Therefore, it is the task of
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FIGURE 10. (a) Dispersion curves of the RGW coupler and the hybrid
PEC/PMC waveguide with width equal to the effective width, (b) coupling
length versus frequency for both of a 0dB and a 3dB couplers.
the designer to recheck the performance of the final product
if the dimensions are initially selected based on (15).
C. EXCITATION BASED ON PEC/PMC CIRCULAR BEND
Physically, it is impossible to design the ports beside each
other as in the hybrid PEC/PMCwaveguide. An enough space
should be kept for at least one or two rows of pins to operate
as a PMC. Because of that, it is selected to deliver the signal
through circular bends. The amplitude and phase responses of
a circulating RGW is calculated analytically in this section.
The introduced phase shift by circulating RGW has not been
previously studied in details. In many applications, the phase
shifter is considered as a crucial element especially in beam-
forming networks. As usual, a phase shift or delay line is
designed in bent shapes rather than in straight lines. There-
fore, it is very important to study the phase response in such
a curve-shaped RGW. The hybrid PEC/PMC waveguide is
used to calculate the phase response of circulating bends at
the input and output ports of the RGW coupler. This is to
facilitate and simplify the theoretical analysis which would
be rather complicated if the RGW is analyzed directly in its
complete form.
FIGURE 11. Circulating hybrid PEC/PMC and Realistic waveguide bends
with the corresponding field distributions.
In Fig. 11, a circulating bend hybrid PEC/PMC waveguide
equivalent to the curved RGW is presented. The operation
of the circulating bend hybrid PEC/PMC waveguide is intro-
duced in this section and the relation between this hybrid
PEC/PMC waveguide and the realistic ridge gap circulating
bend waveguide is explained.
The proposed geometry of the input and the output ports
is a circulating waveguide bend with cross section w × h,
inner radius ρin and outer radius ρout = ρin + w. The same
problem was presented earlier for the conventional metallic
rectangular waveguide [21]. Therefore, by using the same
methodology and changing the boundaries according to the
proposed design, the resultant operation can be deduced. The
wave function in circular bend waveguide can be written
as [20]:
ψ = [AJn (kρ)+ BNn (kρ)] exp (−jnϕ) (16)
where Jn (kρ) is the Bessel function of the first kind of
order n, Nn (kρ) is the Bessel function of the second kind
of order n, and ρ, ϕ are the cylindrical coordinates and
A is an arbitrary constant. The constant n represents the prop-
agation constant in ϕ-direction. This is the unknown which
needs to be calculated. The wave function ψ , in (17) is used
to derive the full expressions for the electric and magnetic
fields. However, this can be done for two types of possible
solutions, namely the TMz and TEz. The boundary conditions
in the problem at hand dictates that the solution of interest is









)−J ′n (kρρout)N ′n (kρρin)=0 (17)
where kρ = k . Equation (18) is solved numerically for the
unknown, n. For example, consider the circulating waveguide
designed in Section III to be of inner radius and outer radius
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FIGURE 12. Comparison among the theoretical, Realistic and hybrid
PEC/PMC phase and magnitude response of circular bend waveguide:
(a) Magnitude response, (b) phase response.
ρout = 22 mm and ϕ = pi/2 as shown in Fig. 11. This
radius is chosen to minimize the reflections and maximize
the transmission through the bend.
A Comparison is illustrated in Fig. 12 among the hybrid
simulated PEC/PMC waveguide bend, theoretical analysis
and the simulated realistic waveguide bend. The magnitude
and phase responses are shown in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b),
respectively. The magnitude response of such waveguide is
perfect, but the more significant is the phase response which
is critical if the coupler is to be included in beamforming net-
works such as Butler matrix. From Figs. 12a and 12b, it can
be depicted that there is an agreement in the behavior of mag-
nitude and phase responses among the theoretical, realistic
simulated results and the hybrid PEC/PMCwaveguide model
from 12.5-13.5 GHz. However, there is a slight difference
in phase at frequencies far from the center frequency. The
interpretation of this deviation is that the bed of nails loses
its perfect periodicity in the bent waveguide. The bed of nails
surrounding the ridge act as PMC just around the 13GHz.
D. THE FULL RGW COUPLER
In this section, PMC boundaries are replaced by the periodic
unit cells. The unit cell dimensions are the same as presented
FIGURE 13. The physical structure of the RGW 0dB coupler.
in Sec. IV-A in order to operate over an approximate band-
width of (10-17) GHz. The complete structure of a 0dB RGW
coupler is presented in Fig. 13 where the top metal plate is
hidden to show the inside structure. The coupling length Lc
is obtained from the graph shown in Fig. 10(b) and (6) based
on what is obtained from the hybrid PEC/PMC waveguide
coupler.
By using the obtained effective width, the required cou-
pling length becomes 29mm. For a physical connection to the
input and output ports, they are designed based on circulating
bends as explained in Sec. IV-C.
The field distribution and the scattering parameters of the
designed RGW coupler are shown in Figs. 14a and 14b,
respectively. From those figures, it can be observed that
the proposed design methodology resulted in an excellent
operation of the RGW coupler exactly at the selected design
frequency where full coupling occurs.
E. FREQUENCY-TUNABLE RGW COUPLER
One of the most important features that may exist in a
microwave component is the tuning capability. The tunability
of the RGW is not widely-reported in the literature. For
example, in [23], an electrically-tunable planar groove gap
waveguide resonant cavity is presented. In the referred exam-
ple, the tunability is achieved by using a nonlinear varactor
element.
In this section, it is shown that the frequency tuning could
be achieved easily without the need of using nonlinear ele-
ments. This could be achieved by just slightly moving the
upper conducting plate of the RGWwhich controls the height
h of the RGW. The effect of changing the height h is shown
in Fig. 15. It could be clearly observed from this figure that
the propagation constant of the odd mode has different values
for different heights at each single frequency. The difference
in the propagation constant reaches to 45, 7 rad/m with
only 2.5 mm change in the height.
On the other hand, the propagation constant of the even
mode is almost independent on the height. Therefore, the cou-
pling length obtained from equation (6) may have different
values for different heights as shown in Fig. 16. This means
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FIGURE 14. Full wave simulation for the 0dB RGW coupler at 13 GHz,
(a) electric field distribution and (b) magnitude of S-parameters.
FIGURE 15. The behavior of odd mode versus the air gap height.
that controlling the height of the upper conducting plate
may tune the coupler center frequency as shown in Fig. 17.
The tunability mechanism is feasible, especially the upper
conducting plate of the RGW is not attached to the lower
plate.
V. A POSSIBLE SETUP FOR PROTOTYPING THE
PROPOSED RGW COUPLER
A. MICROSTRIP TO RGW TRANSITION
In order to physically excite and measure the performance of
the proposed structure by a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA),
four microstrip transitions to RGW are needed. Those tran-
sitions should cover the whole bandwidth of our design with
FIGURE 16. The coupling length versus the air gap height.
FIGURE 17. Full wave simulation for the 0dB RGW coupler at 13 GHz:
Magnitude S-parameters (S31 and S21) versus the air gap height.
FIGURE 18. Microstrip to metallic ridge gap waveguide transition.
less than−15 dB in back to back configuration. Several mod-
els of transition are presented in [24], [26]. Based on previous
references, a transition frommicrostrip waveguide to metallic
RGW is designed and tested with the whole 0dB coupler
structure. The microstrip transition is shown in Fig.18. The
design is very simple, which the transition of microstrip is
printed over Ro-3006 dielectric substrate with εr = 6.15.
In this transition, themicrostrip line is located on the ridgeline
of the RGW. Therefore, the microstrip mode will transform
gradually to the air-filled ridge gap waveguide mode. Due
to the standers of the substrate height of the microstrip line,
the size of the air gap should be changed gradually to be
equal to the substrate height. The changing of air gap size
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FIGURE 19. Simulated results microstrip to metallic ridge gap waveguide
transition.
FIGURE 20. The whole setup model of 0dB coupler include the microstrip
transition without top plate.
is achieved by tapering the height of the matching section.
Two microstrip transitions to RGW are used in a back-to-
back design is illustrated in Fig. 18. The result of the back-
to-back transition is shown in Fig. 19. It can be noted that
the S11 is below −20 dB from 12.5 to 14.5 GHz, and S21 is
about 0.2 dB.
B. WHOLE SETUP MODEL OF 0DB COUPLER INCLUDE
THE MICROSTRIP TRANSITION.
The whole structure of 0dB coupler with the designed tran-
sitions is solved numerically before the fabrication stage.
Also, the main body proposed structure is passive and made
completely of air-filled metallic cavities, and it is expected
that the measurement results will agree with the simula-
tion results. Fig. 20 shows the complete model setup of the
0dB coupler, where the top metal plate is hidden to show the
internal details of the structure.
The scattering parameters and field distribution of the
designed RGW coupler are shown in Figs. 21a and b, respec-
tively. From this figure, it can be concluded that the proposed
design methodology resulted in an excellent operation of the
RGW coupler. Where a full coupling occurs exactly at the
selected design frequency
FIGURE 21. Simulated scattering parameters and Electric field distribution
of the whole setup model of 0dB coupler include the microstrip
transition. (a) Scattering parameters, (b) Electric field distribution.
C. FABRICATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To verify the proposed design, a prototype of the 0dB coupler
is fabricated and measured, as shown in Fig. 22. The main
body of the 0dB coupler and the microstrip transition are
manufactured separately. Then all parts are gathered by bolts.
We use plastic 3D printing technology to build themain struc-
ture of the 0dB coupler. The 3D printer utilizes an opaque
white SLA plastic that behaves similarly to polycarbonate
and has elevated heat resistant. Then, the printed structure is
electroplated with 0.02-mm thick copper material. While the
PCB technology is used to fabricate the microstrip transition
and the top plate. Fig. 22(a) and (b) show the individual
parts and the assembled 0dB coupler with the connectors
respectively.
The measured and simulated S parameters of the proposed
design are illustrated in Fig. 23. From this figure, it can
be observed that the measured and simulated results in
good agreement. The designed coupler works perfectly at
the selected design frequency where full coupling occurs at
13GHz. Moreover, the measured isolation better than 20dB
over the whole band. The insertion loss in setups is
around 0.7 dB, due to the fabrication tolerance and
connectors. However, this affects the configuration
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FIGURE 22. Pictures of the fabricated individual parts and assembled
structure. (a) Individual parts of designed 0dB coupler, (b) Assembled 0dB
coupler.
FIGURE 23. Measured and simulated scattering parameters of the whole
setup model of 0dB coupler include the microstrip transition.
dimensions, which can lead to a small shift and losses in the
measurement results. Also, since the design is plated with
copper, it can be oxidized over time. Therefore, it might
increase the losses.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a design methodology is presented for a hybrid
junction based onRGW technology. The presentedmethodol-
ogy depends on the operation of a hybrid PEC/PMC waveg-
uide. This hybrid waveguide shows a great potential for an
accurate estimation for the required dimensions of the RGW
coupler to operate at a specific frequency band. It has been
deduced from that model that an RGW acts with an effective
width that needs to be calculated precisely. The analysis of
the phase response introduced by a circulating RGW bend is
introduced. The possibility of tuning the center frequency of a
RGW coupler is introduced by moving the upper conducting
plate of the RGW. The measurement and simulation results
of the complete model setup of the 0dB coupler are compared
to each other. The results show acceptable levels compared to
each other’s and shown that the 0dB coupler works effectively
with calculated coupling length from the proposed PEC/PMC
model.
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